Worldwork Series and the Worldwork Dojo 2018-2019
We are excited to start two new courses, the ‘Worldwork Series’ and ‘The Worldwork Dojo’. Over the
years we are often asked by new and former participants for places to gather to study and practice
together. These courses can be taken as a full series, and individually, as space allows.

Worldwork Series

In the Worldwork series, we will study difficult moments,
entanglement and phases of conflict and conflict resolution, as
well as moments of transformation and creativity in community,
using film and live study of casework from your organisations and
communities. In each seminar, we will research and study
processes and interventions through a different lens.
1. February 5-6 2019

Getting Activated
We will study dynamics at hot spots and points of activation,
around personal and collective trauma and open issues of accountability, and study ‘phases’ of conflict
and corresponding interventions.
2. March 5-6 2019

Getting Altered – frozen and altered states
We will study a range of dynamics around blocks and frozen states in group life, including collective frozen
states, and the facilitator’s process and how it reflects the wider system dynamics – and altered states as a
pathway out of the old system.
3. April 9-10 2019

Getting Wiser
We will study a range of dynamics around divisive, locked and entanglement processes, and the ‘elders’
role in holding the pot, and adding a pinch of salt or spice.

Worldwork Seminar Series Registration
The Worldwork series was designed for alumni and current students of CFOR programmes and
Processwork UK students, as well as facilitators, teachers, community activists, educators, artists interested
in integrating concepts and skills from worldwork methodology into their current practice.
Email us on admin@cfor.info
Fee for series: £550; £500 early-bird with £100 deposit by November 1 2018 and installments
Fee for individual seminars: £200
Schedule: Mondays and Tuesdays, 10 – 6
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The Worldwork Dojo
The Worldwork Dojo is a place of practice - including group process in ‘fishbowl’, small groups and large
group, with a focus on learning about process structure and interventions.
The Dojo will also include presentations on essential learning on historic and persisting oppression related
to race, gender, religion, sexual orientation and other diversity issues.

1. Worldwork Dojo December 7-9

2018

2. Worldwork Dojo

February 8-10

2019

3. Worldwork Dojo

March 8-10

2019

4. Worldwork Dojo

April 12-14

2019

Attending the Worldwork Dojo
•

Processwork UK Diploma students, Worldwork track & UKCP psychotherapy track

•

Current participants and alumni of CFOR’s Facilitation for Leaders modular course

•

A limited number of spaces will be made available for interested participants by special
arrangement. Contact us.

Worldwork DOJO Registration
Space is limited due to physical space and the nature of the course.
Contact us on admin@cfor.info with any questions or to register.
Register to the whole series or individual sessions
Fee for series: £960. £920 early-bird with £100 deposit by November 1 2018 and installments
Fee for individual dojo: £270.
Notes for Processwork UK students:
• Students in the PWUK Diploma Programme, Worldwork Track are enrolled in both series
• ProcessworkUK Diploma, UKCP Track ‘inclusive’ students are enrolled for two dojos.
Contact admin@cfor.info to register for the worldwork series or additional worldwork dojos.

Facilitation
These series are facilitated by Arlene and Jean-Claude Audergon, co-founders of CFOR and
ProcessworkUK. Anup Karia, coordinator of ProcessworkUK is also teaching in this Worldwork Dojo series.
www.cfor.info and www.processworkuk.org
‘Worldwork’ is the sister application of Processwork, developed by Arny Mindell. The focus of ‘worldwork’
is on collective processes and conflict resolution with individuals, teams, groups, organisations and
communities.
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